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Article 30-2 of the Japanese Copyright Act about minor shot object in photos was established 
by Copyright Act revision of 2012. This article studied legal issues of Article 30-2, and showed 
an amendment proposal to solve these issues. Many theories and law makers interpret it 
flexibly without sticking to the letter of the law. However, the incidental use of copyrighted 
works which should be permitted might be undermined when the letter of the law was 
interpreted strictly. In addition, due to lack of foreseeability, people unfamiliar with Copyright 
Act might stop using copyrighted works. Therefore, the author reached the conclusion that 
Article 30-2 need revision. In the amendment proposal, the author showed two criteria for the 
incidental use of copyrighted works; (1) whether the use of copyrighted works is minor under 
common sense and (2) whether the use of copyrighted works unfairly harms the benefit of the 
copyright holder. The author suggested that one of the criteria of the minor use of copyrighted 
works should adopt an erasability test and/or a substitution potential test. Criticisms about the 
doctrine of certainty and the legal stability are expected for the amendment proposal. However, 
the existing law already has the vague requirements. The amendment proposal does not 
suggest more ambiguous expression than other laws. 
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1 文化審議会著作権分科会 . 文化審議会著作権分科会報
告書．文化庁，2011，p. 44．http://www.bunka.go.jp/
chosakuken/singikai/pdf/shingi_hokokusho_2301_












































































































































































作権侵害か争われた米国の事例 Sandoval v. New Line 
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